Spring Term 2 Year 2 Homework Assignments
Please choose 4 maths and 4 topic homework assignments to complete in your homework log book.
Homework should be put in the homework box when any has been completed, it will be returned when
marked. If you want to do extra – that’s great! You will receive house points for every completed
assignment. If you complete 10 pieces of homework you will receive a homework certificate.
Maths

Topic

Choose 4 to complete

Choose 4 to complete

Order and arrange combinations of mathematical
objects in patterns and sequences

Write a recount of an activity you did. Include time
connectives and conjunctions to extend your
sentences.

Draw a picture and rotate clockwise and
anticlockwise. What do you notice? Are there any
similarities and differences?
Find different combinations of coins that equal the
same amounts of money. How many ways can you
make 57p?

Find and compare fractions of amounts
E.g what is bigger ½ of 10 or ¼ of 12?

Write your own aboriginal dreamtime story.
Choose an Australian animal to base the story on
and explain how they developed one of their
features, e.g. how the kangaroo got a pouch.

Which plants can you find around your home or
garden? Describe the conditions they need to help
them grow. Do they prefer shade or full sun?

Create a habitat for an animal of your choice. Why
would they like to live there?

Use 3 numbers to write all the mathematical
sentences you can.
2 x 5 = 10
5 x 2 = 10
10 ÷ 5 = 2
10 ÷ 2 = 5
Tell and write the time to five minutes, including
quarter past/to the hour and draw the hands on a
clock face to show these times
Use the 2 5 and 10 x table to create and solve word
problems.
E.g. There are 6 tables with 5 children on each. How
many children are there altogether?

Create artwork using the technique of pointillism.

Make your own Australian flag. Choose any art
technique to use (collage, paint, pastel, pencil etc)

Bake some delicious Anzac biscuits and record the
recipe in your Learning Log. (Miss Collins and Miss
Tilley are available as taste testers!)

